Recently developed two-dimensional colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals, or nanoplatelets (NPLs), extend the palette of solution-processable free-standing 2D nanomaterials of high performance. Growing CdSe and CdS parts subsequently in either side-by-side or stacked manner results in core-crown or core/shell structures, respectively. Both kinds of heterogeneous NPLs find efficient applications and represent interesting materials to study the electronic and lattice excitations and interaction between them under strong one-directional confinement. Here, we investigated by Raman and infrared spectroscopy the phonon spectra and electron-phonon coupling in CdSe/CdS core/shell and core-crown NPLs. A number of distinct spectral features of the two NPL morphologies are observed, which are further modified by tuning the laser excitation energy E exc between in-and off-resonant conditions. The general difference is the larger number of phonon modes in core/shell NPLs and their spectral shifts with increasing shell thickness, as well as with E exc . This behaviour is explained by strong mutual influence of the core and shell and formation of combined phonon modes. In the core-crown structure, the CdSe and CdS modes preserve more independent behaviour with only interface modes forming the phonon overtones with phonons of the core.
Introduction
Two-dimensional free-standing semiconductor structures are exciting objects from the fundamental point of view and very promising for applications. They can be handled using transfer processes, such as the Langmuir-Blodgett process or selfassembling, 1 they can be rolled, bent, and adapt their shape to flexible substrates. 2 The free-standing ultrathin semiconductor layers, nanoplatelets (NPLs), can be synthesized by means of colloidal chemistry 3,4 and demonstrate sharp photoluminescence (PL) emission (full width at half maximum, FWHM < 12 nm), polarized ultrafast PL with a high quantum yield, 3-5 anisotropic light absorption, 6 and other very promising properties. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Raman spectroscopy has often been employed to study semiconductor nanostructures, 14 including colloidal nanocrystals (NCs). [15] [16] [17] [18] In addition to fundamental knowledge about the elementary excitations, 19, 20 the phonon spectra provide information on chemical composition, [21] [22] [23] [24] strain, 24 and coupling to the environment. [25] [26] [27] Raman spectroscopy was applied to study interdiffusion at core/shell interfaces of spherical CdSe/CdS and CdSe/ZnS NCs and nanorods. 17, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] The phonon spectra were shown to be very sensitive to the shell thickness and the procedure of its deposition, 28, 30 as well as to post-synthesis thermal treatment. 32, 33 The detailed knowledge of the phonon spectra of core/shell NCs is also important due to the fact that the phonons of both core and shell materials contribute to the optical properties of NCs. 12, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Moreover, understanding the structure of the core/shell interface for 2D II-VI NCs would facilitate modelling and application of multiple-interface NCs, including also cadmium-free heterosystems like CuInS 2 /ZnS, for instance. 40 Up to now, the phonons in ultrathin semiconductor layers were studied mainly for epitaxial superlattices (SLs) coherently grown on certain substrates. 41 Those studies were complicated by the effects of substrate induced strain and/or its relaxation via dislocations or transition to 3D island growth, as well as contribution of the Raman signal of the substrate. 41 2D semiconductor nanoparticles were studied before, including the recent work on NPLs by one of the authors. 44 No
Raman spectroscopy study of heterogeneous NPLs have been performed up to now. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy was very rarely applied to study phonons in colloidal NCs 45, 46 and, to the best of our knowledge, no IR study of any sort of NPLs has been reported yet.
Here we report a Raman and IR study of phonons in heterogeneous CdSe/CdS NPLs of two different designs -core/shell structure and core-crown structure -which show drastic difference regarding the mutual influence of CdSe and CdS parts on the phonon spectra of each other. Raman study was performed at low temperature (35 K) and using various excitation energies (E exc ). Complementary IR spectroscopy measurements helped us to conclude about the nature of the phonon modes observed.
Results and discussion

Structural and optical characterization
The synthesis, structural and optical properties of core-crown and core/shell CdSe/CdS NPLs, as well as of plain core CdSe NPLs, studied in this work, were described in detail recently.
4,5
The NPLs of all types are of rectangular shape, with lateral dimensions of tens of nm (Fig. 1) , and thicknesses of few nanometers (several monolayers, MLs).
3,4
The core-crown NPLs were obtained by extending the CdSe NPLs with CdS in the lateral direction (see schematic in the inset to Fig. 2a) , while in the case of core/shell NPLs a CdS shell with ML precision was deposited around the CdSe NPL (Fig. 2b, inset) .
The UV-vis spectra of bare CdSe NPLs show very sharp absorption features (Fig. 2) , which are explained by the absence of NPL thickness variation within the ensemble as well as within each single NPL. 5 In core/shell NPLs the absorption features are broader due to less perfect homogeneity of the shell thickness as compared to that of the core (Fig. 2b) . 4 Nevertheless, the first 3-4 electron-hole transitions can be clearly identified in the UV-vis spectra of core/shell NPLs as well. The gradual red shift of the absorption features with increasing shell thickness is a general trend for NCs of core/ shell type and is related to the weakening of the electronic confinement due to partial tunneling of the electronic wavefunction into the shell. 4,30 Growing the CdS part as an extension of CdSe (core) in the lateral direction in core-crown NPLs has no effect onto the absorption features related to the CdSe core ( Fig. 2a) , because the wavefunction in the core is not confined in the lateral direction and thus does not tunnel notably into the shell. This principal difference is reflected in the formation of the phonon spectra of two types of CdSe/CdS NPLs, as will be shown below. In order to facilitate this analysis, we first consider the spectrum of bare CdSe NPLs.
Raman scattering by phonons in bare CdSe NPLs
The low-temperature resonant Raman spectrum of 5 MLs thick bare CdSe NPLs is presented in Fig. 3 along with its multipeak fit. The strongest peaks, at 209 cm −1 , is due to longitudinal optical (LO) mode, with corresponding second-order (2LO) and third-order (3LO) features occurring at 417 cm −1 and 624 cm −1 , respectively. 15, 47 The broad weak feature above the LO peaks, denoted in Fig. 3 as HFS (high-frequency shoulder), was previously reported for spherical NCs and presumably assigned either to the surface-induced phonon density of states or to higher-order scattering process involving optical and acoustical vibrations. 48, 49 Recent investigations of CdSe NPLs and spherical NCs by means of surface enhanced Raman scattering additionally suggest a contribution of surface Se to this spectral feature. 27 This could be a plausible assumption for CdSe NCs, because the strongest features of elemental or amorphous Se is known to peak near 250 cm −1 . 16 However, an analogous shoulder was reported for CdS and CdTe NCs, 50 but the Raman features of Te are not above but below the LO feature of CdTe, 51 and the elemental sulphur peaks are also far from the CdS LO position.
52
The lower-frequency shoulder of the LO peak can be fitted with two components (Fig. 3b ) and assigned to surface optical (SO) phonons based on previous observations in NCs of other morphologies. 17, 18, 53 The SO modes are known to occur between the frequencies of TO (transverse optical) and LO phonons of the corresponding bulk material. 17, 26, 53, 54 At
CdSe TO = 170 cm −1 and ν CdSe LO = 213 cm −1 and about 3 cm −1 lower frequencies are at room temperature. 55 Even though only one SO component was usually reported in the previous studies of spherical NCs and nanorods, 53 a good fit of the NPL spectra requires at least two components in the relevant spectral region. The combination of quasi-zero size distribution of the NPL samples and the low temperature of Raman experiments could be the reason which allowed us to resolve the fine structure of the SO phonon spectra in this work, which was not possible in studies of other NC morphologies which all possess a certain size distribution. We will return to the discussion of the SO modes in the section devoted to core/shell NPLs. Here we only note that the SO modes can be regarded as interface phonons related to the semiconductor/air interface. 41, 54 In the range of multi-phonon process, besides 2LO and 3LO scattering, we observe rather strong components matching well combinations of LO and SO modes ( Fig. 3a) , reported recently also for spherical CdSe
NCs. 50 The combination modes will be discussed in more detail also later in this manuscript.
The confinement of the LO phonons in NPLs is expected to occur only in one dimension -along their thickness, because the lateral dimensions are too large to cause phonon confinement. The magnitude of the LO phonon downward shift, Δν, with respect to the bulk ν CdSe LO is about 5 cm −1 for our 5 ML CdSe NPLs. However, in the spectra taken at non-resonant excitation, the main phonon peaks occur at higher frequency and have much smaller full width at half maximum (FWHM) compared to those in resonant spectra (Fig. 3c ). This result can be explained by probing LO phonons which undergo weaker phonon confinement (i.e. smaller Δν) compared to those modes that appear in the resonant spectra. Such an explanation was initially proposed in ref. 43 assuming the confined phonons propagating perpendicular to the NPL plane to dominate in resonant Raman spectra, while those which propagate along the NPL plane and thus non-confined are predominantly observed in non-resonant spectra. In our spectra of 5 ML NPLs (Fig. 2c) we derive the confinement shift of Δν = 5 cm −1 at resonant excitation and 2 cm −1 at non-resonant excitation (with respect to the RT bulk CdSe frequency of 210 cm −1 (ref.
55))
. We may therefore assume that the phonons excited nonresonantly still "feel" confinement, though much weaker than at resonant excitation. A noticeable difference in resonant and non-resonant spectra is also observed for the LO FWHM which is 12 cm −1 and 5 cm −1 , respectively, corroborating the above assumption about the different degree of phonon confinement. At the same time, from numerous works on semiconductors slabs, thin films, and thin-layer SLs it is known that interface phonon modes can be observed in resonant Raman spectra, while confined LO phonons are the main Raman features at non-resonant excitation. 56 The behaviour of phonon peaks in core/shell NPLs, discussed in a separate section, indicates that the modes observed in Raman spectra at resonant excitation may indeed be not pure LO but partially of interface/surface modes character. The CdS crown causes a peak near 300 cm −1 , which can be assigned to the CdS LO phonon (Fig. 4a and c) . 15, 55 Its first overtone (2LO), expected near 600 cm −1 , is not well pronounced to see without fitting, because it overlaps with the 3LO peak of CdSe. The CdS Raman peaks are detected, however, only at (near-)resonant excitation with the CdS-related absorption band near 2.9 eV in UV-vis spectra (Fig. 2) . Such resonant excitation for CdS E exc is 2.60 and 2.71 eV for core-crown2 and 2.71 eV for core-crown1. The excitation of 2.54 eV (and also 2.60 eV in case of core-crown1) causes only broad weak scattering between 240 and 300 cm −1 . The feature peaked at 250 cm −1 may be related with Se on the surface of CdSe part. 16, 27 The broader scattering feature centered near 270 cm −1 can be attributed to CdS SO phonon scattering. The latter mode is expected in the frequency range between bulk CdS TO (240 cm −1 ) and LO (305 cm −1 ) 55 and was repeatedly observed for CdS nanostructures. 15, 21, 53, 57 This feature is also observed for CdSe/CdS core/shell NPLs discussed later in this work. Increasing the nominal volume of CdS crown causes only proportional increase of the CdS phonon peak intensity, which corroborated by the stronger CdS absorption peak at 2.85 eV in UV-vis spectra (Fig. 2a) . Growth of CdS crown causes no effect on CdSe peaks or on the feature at 270 cm −1 (Fig. 5) . Overlay of Raman spectra of CdSe-CdS core-crown1 and core-crown2 at different E exc . The grey curve in (b), also shown separately in the inset for clarity, shows the difference between the spectra of the two samples at E exc = 2.60 eV.
Raman scattering by phonons in core-crown NPLs
The spectrum of core-crown NPLs preserves well the main spectral features of the core CdSe NPL (Fig. 4) , particularly the position and width of the main phonon peak (LO CdSe ) and of its overtones. Besides, the same difference between resonant and non-resonant excitation is observed as in case of bare CdSe NPLs (Fig. 4b and d) .
In Raman studies of spherical core/shell NCs the broad scattering feature(s) in the range 260-290 cm −1 were proposed to contain (besides CdS SO) the CdS-like mode of the interface alloy. 28, 29, 33 The distinct difference of the 270 cm −1 feature in our crown NPLs as compared to features attributed to alloy modes, is its large FWHM, ∼50 cm −1 . This value is too large for any "bulk" phonon mode, even in presence of high compositional inhomogeneity and strong spatial confinement of the alloy layer. Besides, the supposed CdS alloy mode must be accompanied by the CdSe counterpart which is expected in the same frequency range as SO CdSe. 15,28 However, corresponding changes in that spectral region are not detected ( Fig. 4b and  d ). Furthermore, with increase of the surface area of the CdS crown from core-crown1 to core-crown2 one could expect both the frequency change and intensity increase of the surface mode, while the interface alloy mode intensity should be saturated after the formation of the interface was finished (i.e. should not differ for both core-crown samples studied in this work). Some intensity increase is observed indeed, as can be better seen from the difference spectrum (grey curve at the bottom and in the inset in Fig. 5b ) obtained by subtraction of the spectrum of core-crown1 from that of core-crown2. The difference spectrum mimics that of bare CdSe NPLs (with respective account for phonon frequency difference between the CdSe and CdS phonons), except for the weak broad features at around 470 and 550 cm −1 (Fig. 5b, inset) . Frequency position of these features matches the sum frequencies of LO CdSe + SO CdS or LO CdS + SO CdSe and LO CdS + 270 cm −1 , respectively. Increase of this tentative combination mode intensity with increasing the nominal CdS volume and surface area indicates that the coupling between the CdSe and CdS phonon modes in the Raman process is not limited to the near-interface region. Therefore, the broad 270 cm −1 mode is more likely dominated by the "external" surface (SO) mode of the CdS crown rather than by the mode related with the interface alloy. Even though CdSe and CdS parts of core-crown NPL possess own/separate resonances in the UV-vis spectra (Fig. 3) , leading to pronounced resonances of "own" LO peaks, coupling of the light via these resonances to the phonons in the counterpart material/region appears to be quite efficient as well. The enhancement of the interface related broad feature at 250-300 cm −1 at (shorter) excitation wavelength favourable for CdS is an expected effect when assuming the latter mode to be SO CdS . The relative electron phonon coupling strength in CdSe and CdS parts of the core-crown NPL can be estimated from the corresponding 2LO/LO intensity ratio. 19, 47 This ratio is not much affected by adding the CdS part in crown (Fig. 4 and 5) . This is contrary to the case of core/shell NPLs where the 2LO is notably suppressed by the shell deposition (see next section and Fig. 6 ), very similar to spherical core/shell NCs reported earlier.
28,30
Raman scattering by phonons in core/shell NPLs
In contrary to the core-crown structure, growth of CdS in form of core/shell causes tremendous changes in the phonon spectra (Fig. 6 ). Both CdSe-and CdS modes show several components which change upon increasing shell thickness or E exc . At the resonant excitation (E exc above the absorption onset) spectra of both core-crown NPLs and core/shell NPLs reveal a similar resonant behaviour of the CdS peak intensity, which was observed previously also for spherical core/shell NCs. 28, 30 Namely, the relative intensity of the CdS LO features with respect to CdSe ones increases with E exc (Fig. 4-6) . However, the spectral changes observed for core/shell NPLs are unique. The splitting of the main LO mode of CdSe core or appearance of new CdSe-related optical modes occurs, which lead to a rich spectral pattern in the CdSe spectral region with increase of the CdS shell thickness (Fig. 6a) . The enrichment of the CdSe spectral pattern could be explained by the splitting of the intrinsic CdSe LO mode due to shell-induced strain. This may be a plausible explanation for some of the spectral features, particularly for the one which shifts from 207 up to 217 cm
with shell thickness (Fig. 6a, inset) , as the compressive stress in the CdSe core of CdSe/CdS NCs was well determined in Raman spectra as an upward shift of the CdSe LO phonon. 28 However, the position of other spectral features, for instance the CdSe one at ∼200 cm −1 , is practically not affected by the CdS shell thickness, indicating their nature as being other than "bulk-like" LO. Most probably we deal with the formation of interface(-like) modes in both CdSe and CdS frequency regions. This assumption can be further confirmed by the effect of E exc on the relative intensities and spectral positions of both CdSe and CdS modes. Such a behaviour is not typical for pure LO modes, but it is a characteristic behaviour of interface modes, and it is caused by the selectivity of E exc to certain interface modes according to the matching of the wavevectors of the light and of the phonon. 41, 56 The true LO phonon can be the one which remains in the spectrum at off-resonant excitation with 1.83 eV (Fig. 6b) . The scattering feature at ∼180 cm −1 is likely to be an overlap of SO CdSe (or interface phonon) and CdSe alloy . Even though this spectral feature undergoes some changes with both shell thickness and E exc , these changes are smaller compared to those of other peaks in both CdSe and CdS regions. Such small changes we would expect for modes related with interface after it was formed. As already discussed above for core-crown NPLs, the broad feature between 450 and 500 cm −1 matches well the sum frequencies of the CdSe LO mode at 208 cm −1 and of presumably CdS SO band at ∼270 cm −1 and gets stronger when the latter band gains intensity (Fig. 5b) . The same assignment is also applicable to the core/ shell NPLs (Fig. 6a) . The scattering at 450-500 cm −1 spectral range was also observed in our previous works on spherical core/ shell NPs. 28, 30, 50 In those works it was supposed that the spectra contain besides the combination of LO and SO modes also the combination mode of CdSe-and CdS-like modes of the interfacial alloy layer, CdSe alloy + CdS alloy. 28, 30 In the case of corecrown NPLs, as discussed above in the text, due to small area of CdSe-CdS interface, as compared to the core/shell NPLs and spherical NCs, as well as due to spectral behaviour discussed in the previous section, the observed coupled CdSe-CdS phonon mode at ∼470 cm −1 is more likely to be dominated by the mutual combinations of LO and SO modes of CdSe and CdS. Based on the relatively large interface area in core/shell NPLs and the rich spectrum in both CdSe and CdS regions (Fig. 6) , we can assume a pair of peaks to be associated with alloying at the interface. Based on Raman studies of spherical NCs and quantum rods, 
IR spectroscopy results
Additional results on the effect of NPL design onto the phonon spectra were obtained from the IR spectra. Due to different selection rules than Raman scattering, the IR spectra are dominated by other types of phonons, particularly by TO and SO ones, 45, 46 and are, therefore, complementary to Raman spectra where the most strong features are usually of the LO nature. 25, 28, 43, 47 Representative IR spectra of CdSe, core/shell and core-crown NPLs are shown in Fig. 7 .
The detailed IR study of all three types of NPLs will be reported elsewhere, here we only outline some general observations/patterns needed to complete the discussion of the Raman spectroscopy results.
The spectrum of the bare CdSe NPLs is dominated by the band in the range of TO and SO phonons of CdSe (Fig. 7) . A notable contribution of normally forbidden LO phonon is also observed, which may corroborate the previously made assumption that the nature of the confined optical vibrations in NCs (vibrons) is of mixed SO-TO-LO character. 58 The spectrum of our core/shell NPLs preserves the features of CdSe and show in addition the strong TO/SO and weak LO features of CdS (Fig. 7) . This observation is fully expected and even the upward shift of the LO CdSe is well explained by the shell induced compres- Fig. 7 Representative IR reflectance spectra of CdSe NPLs, CdSe/CdS core/shell and core-crown NPLs.
sive strain and is in complete agreement with the Raman results (Fig. 6a) . Differently, the spectrum of CdSe/CdS corecrown NPLs looks rather unexpected. It is dominated by a single relatively sharp feature peaked close to ν CdS TO . 55 Based on the small width of the feature, it is not reasonable to look for notable SO contribution there, and only tiny humps in the range of 250 to 300 cm −1 could be interpreted as SO modes (Fig. 7) .
Experimental methods
Synthesis of CdSe core, and CdSe/CdS core/shell and corecrown NPLs
For the preparation of CdSe/CdS core/shell NPLs, 2 mL of a solution of 4 MLs CdSe NPLs 3 × 10 −6 M in hexane, prepared as described in ref.
3 and 1 mL of N-methylformamide (NMF) were charged into a 20 mL vial. Then, 200 µL of a freshly prepared solution of NaSH 0.1 M in NMF were added to the biphasic system and NPLs ligand exchange was observed with a rapid transfer of NPLs to the polar phase. The polar phase containing NPLs was rinsed twice with n-hexane and successively precipitated with 2 mL of a toluene : CH 3 CN solution in 3 : 1 ratio. The precipitate was dissolved in 0.8 mL of NMF and sonicated for few minutes to allow complete dispersion of the S 2− capped NPLs. Here, half a monolayer was grown. The second half monolayer was grown by addition of 120 µL of a solution of Cd(OAc) 2 ·2H 2 O at 0.2 M in NMF to the NPLs mixture. After a few minutes of stirring, the NPLs were precipitated with the mixture toluene : CH3CN (3 : 1) and redispersed in 0.8 mL of NMF. After each monolayer the sample was characterized by absorption spectroscopy. The same sequence was repeated as many times as required to grown p layers of CdS shell. Core/shell NPLs were redispersed in a polar solvent performing a ligand exchange with oleic acid and oleylamine. Further in the text we will refer to the core/ shell NPLs consisting of n MLs thick CdSe core and p MLs of CdS shell material on each side of the core as CdSe n /CdS p . Two CdSe-CdS core-crown NPLs, called further in the text as core-crown1 (small crown) and core-crown2 (large crown), were synthesized as described in ref. 59 .
Raman and IR measurements
NPLs were deposited by drop-casting from a solution onto a gold-coated substrate for IR measurements and onto a bare Si substrate for Raman measurements. Non-polarized Raman spectra were excited with the 2.71, 2.60, 2.54, and 2.41 eV lines of an Ar + ion laser or the 1.92 or 1.83 eV lines of a Kr + ion laser. The spectra were recorded with a Dilor XY triple monochromator equipped with a Peltier cooled CCD detector. The low-temperature measurements were performed at 35 K in a close-cycle helium cryostat (Oxford Instruments). The power of the exciting laser beam was set to 5 mW on the sample surface, after a prior check for laser power dependence of the Raman lineshape. Due to a large laser spot size, ∼0.1 mm and cooling of the sample in the cryostat, no measurable heating of the NCs by the laser beam occurred at such laser power. IR reflection spectra were recorded with Fourier transform spectrometer Vertex 80v at room temperature (RT) and light incidence angle of 75°. The resolution was ∼2 cm −1 in both Raman and IR measurements.
Conclusions
Here, we investigated by Raman and IR spectroscopy the phonon spectra and electron-phonon coupling in CdSe/CdS core/shell and core-crown NPLs. A number of distinct spectral features of the two NPL morphologies are observed, which are further modified by tuning the laser excitation energy E exc between in-and off-resonant conditions. The general trend observed is the larger number of phonon modes in core/shell NPLs and their spectral shifts with increasing shell thickness, as well as with E exc . We can therefore conclude from analysis of the spectra that the layered geometry and thus the large area of CdSe/CdS interface in core/shell NPLs, along with small thickness of core and shell layers, stimulates coupling between the two materials, with formation of additional interface/surface modes and their participation in optical processes like Raman scattering and IR absorption. In the core-crown geometry, in opposite, a more decoupled and bulk-like behaviour of CdSe and CdS dominates (sharp single LO peaks in Raman and TO mode of volume-dominant CdS material in IR). Therefore, even though the complete assignment of the phonon modes we observe in the core-crown and core/shell NPLs has to be done yet, we can already state that heterogeneous NPLs allows for a more powerful shaping the phonon spectrum and also can help understanding the spectra of previously studied spherical NCs.
